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Background & Motivation

(1) Concise language

(2) Exquisite expression 

(3) Rich content

There was a Young Person of Ayr,

Whose head was remarkably square:

On the top, in fine weather,

She wore a Gold Feather,

Which dazzled the people of Ayr.

——By Edward Lear



Background & Motivation

A desirable entry point for 

automatic analyzing,

understanding and utilizing

literary text.

Entertainments

Poetry Education

Literary Research

…



 Fluency (Zhang and Lapata, 2014)

 Coherence (Wang et al., 2016)

 Overall Quality (Yan, 2016)

 Meaningfulness (Ghazvininejad et al., 2016)

 Innovation (Zhang et al., 2017)

…

Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)

Background & Motivation

?



Background & Motivation

MLE

Tendency for common patterns (Zhang et al., 2017)

e.g. high-frequency bigrams and stop words 

Loss-evaluation mismatch (Wiseman and Rush, 2016)



Background & Motivation

MLE Loss-evaluation mismatch

MLE Human

evaluation granularity

mismatch

word-level loss sequence level (a poem line)

discourse level (a whole poem)

criterion mismatch likelihood some human criteria

Fluency Coherence

Meaningfulness Overall quality



Background & Motivation

• Directly model the human evaluation criteria and use 

them as explicit rewards to guide gradient update by 

reinforcement learning. 

• Further design more sophisticated model structures.
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Single-Learner Reinforcement Learning

Input: K user keywords 𝑊 = {𝑤𝑘}𝑘=1
𝐾

Output: A poem consisting of n lines 𝑂 = {𝐿𝑖}𝑖=1
𝑛

A basic poetry generator: 𝑃𝑔(∙ |𝑊; 𝜃)

(pre-trained with MLE loss)

• Fluency: are the lines fluent and well-formed?

• Coherence:  is the poem as a whole coherent in meaning and theme? 

• Meaningfulness: does the poem convey some certain messages?

• Overall quality: the reader’s general impression on the poem



Single-Learner Reinforcement Learning

Fluency Rewarder 𝑅1(𝑂)

𝑅1 𝑂 =
1

𝑛


𝑖=1

𝑛

𝑒−𝑟(𝐿𝑖)

𝑟 𝐿𝑖 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥( 𝑃𝑙𝑚 𝐿𝑖 − 𝜇 − 𝛿1 ∗ 𝜎, 0)

Coherence Rewarder 𝑅2(𝑂)

𝑀𝐼 𝐿1:𝑖−1, 𝐿𝑖 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑞2𝑠𝑒𝑞 𝐿𝑖 𝐿1:𝑖−1 − λ𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝑙𝑚(𝐿𝑖)

𝑅2 𝑂 =
1

𝑛 − 1


𝑖=2

𝑛

𝑀𝐼(𝐿1:𝑖−1, 𝐿𝑖)
Use Mutual Information to measure 

the coherence and expect higher MI.

Motivate the language model 

probability of generated lines to fall 

into a reasonable range.



Single-Learner Reinforcement Learning

Meaningfulness Rewarder 𝑅3(𝑂)

MLE-based models  common and meaningless words.

(Similar issues arise in dialog generation task.) 

e.g., 不知 (bu zhi, don’t know)  何处 (he chu, where)  无人 (wu ren, no one)

𝑅3 𝑂 =
1

𝑛


𝑖=1

𝑛

𝐹(𝐿𝑖)
• TF-IDF  more meaningful words

• A rough attempt but improves user experience.

• A neural network to estimate the TF-IDF value of a line.

• To tackle the OOV problem when sampling.



Single-Learner Reinforcement Learning

𝑅4 𝑂 = 

𝑘=1

3

𝑃𝑐𝑙 𝑘 𝑂 ∗ 𝑘

Overall Quality Rewarder 𝑅4(𝑂)

When evaluating, human experts:

• focus on discourse-level;

• ignore some minor defects;

• judge the overall quality of a 

whole poem.

A strong classifier to classify a poem into:

Class 1: computer-generated poetry

Class 2: ordinary human-authored poetry

Class 3: masterpieces

Motivates the generated poems 

to resemble masterpieces in a 

higher-level!



Single-Learner Reinforcement Learning

Final Reward:

𝑅 𝑂 =

𝑗=1

4

𝛼𝑗 ∗ 𝑅𝑗(𝑂) 𝑅′ 𝑂
reduce variance

Use REINFORCE to minimize: 𝐿𝐷𝑅𝐿 𝜃 = − 

𝑚=1

𝑀

𝐸𝑂~𝑃𝑔 ∙ 𝑊
𝑚; 𝜃 (𝑅′(𝑂))

Combine MEL loss and DRL loss

𝐿 𝜃 = 𝐿𝑀𝐿𝐸(𝜃) + 𝛽 ∗ 𝐿𝐷𝑅𝐿 𝜃
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Mutual Reinforcement Learning

Previous models always treat literary text generation as a solo 

(single-handed) task.

In writing theories:

it is shown that writing is supported as an activity in which writers will learn 

from more experienced writers, such as other students, teachers, or authors 

(Prior, 2006).

Allow communication 

among learners (generators)

During the training process, use two different 

generators and enable them to learn not only from 

the teacher (rewarder) but also from the other.



Mutual Reinforcement Learning

• Local Mutual Reinforcement Learning (S-MRL)

Define two generators as: 𝑃𝑔(𝜃1) 𝑃𝑔(𝜃2)

For the same input keywords 𝑊:

1. 𝑂1~𝑃𝑔(𝜃1), 𝑂2~𝑃𝑔 𝜃2 ;

2. If R 𝑂1 > 𝑅 𝑂2 ∗ (1 + 𝛿2) and 𝑅𝑗 𝑂1 > 𝑅𝑗 𝑂2 for all j:

Update 𝜃1, 𝜃2 with 𝑂1; 

else if R 𝑂1 < 𝑅 𝑂2 ∗ (1 + 𝛿2) and 𝑅𝑗 𝑂1 < 𝑅𝑗 𝑂2 for all j:

Update𝜃1, 𝜃2 with 𝑂2; 

else:

Update 𝜃1 with 𝑂1; 𝜃2 with 𝑂2.

If a learner creates a significantly better poem, 

then the other learner will learn it!



Mutual Reinforcement Learning

 is an instance-based method;

 gives a generator more high-reward instances;

 can be considered as searching the policy space along two different paths;

 allows the generators to explore larger space and find a more proper 

direction so as to escape from the local minima.  

• Local Mutual Reinforcement Learning (S-MRL)



Mutual Reinforcement Learning

• Global Mutual Reinforcement Learning (G-MRL)

 is an distribution-level method;

 takes long-period history into account;

 pulls the distribution towards the better 

one of the two generators.

Local MRL + Global MRL
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Experiments & Conclusion



Experiments & Conclusion

Figure 1: TF-IDF distributions of poems generated 

by different models. We show real TF-IDF, instead 

of the estimated value.

Figure 2: The learning curves of SRL and MRL. 

Learner 2 (red-dotted line) is a better pre-trained 

generator. Learner 1 (blue-star line) is a not so good 

pre-trained generator



Experiments & Conclusion

Figure 3: Sampled poems generated (with the same input keywords) by different models: Mem (Zhang et 

al., 2017), MRL (our model), GT (ground-truth, human –authored poem). Some defects are shown in red 

boxes.



Experiments & Conclusion

 First utilize reinforcement learning to generate poetry

 Directly model and optimize human evaluation criteria.

 Alleviate the loss-evaluation mismatch problem in poetry generation.

 Mutual Reinforcement Learning

 Writing theory motivation

 A step towards multi-agent DRL in literary text generation.

 Treat automatic writing as a communication-involved process to 
further improve performance.

 Prominent improvement on Chinese poetry, outperforming the state-
of-the-art model.
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Jiuge ( ), a Chinese poetry generation

system developed by THU NLP&CSS lab. 

The proposed model will be 

integrated into Jiuge!

https://jiuge.thunlp.cn/

• Support most popular genres of Chinese poetry

• Online generation interface

• Page View > 2 million 



Poster Presentation by Cheng Yang  (09:00, 4 Nov, Grand Hall 2): 

Stylistic Chinese Poetry Generation via Unsupervised Style 

Disentanglement

https://jiuge.thunlp.cn/
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